Dear [Name],

I hope you are all well as so are your families.
Thank you for the information on the measures taken by the Netherlands to reduce ammonia emission. This has been very useful in preparing the draft proposal. As agreed during our phone consultation of 24 March, please find herewith our draft proposal for a new Decision. The draft is based on Decision (EU) 2018/820, to which in particular the following changes are proposed to be introduced:

- **Article 4.2(e),(f),(g),(h)**: additional provisions guaranteeing to the full implantation of the enhance enforcement strategy based on the letter by Mrs Sonema
- **Article 4.3**: requirement as regards the revision of the strategy
- **Article 9**: new article, with conditions as regards reduction of ammonia emissions to reduce nutrient depositions also in water
- **Article 12(l)**: reporting of the results of the enhanced enforcement strategy

We will send you later some recitals that also that will need to be updated or changed taking into account the more recent developments and new requirements. As agreed, the Netherlands will provide further input and feedback on the draft by 20 April.

I wish you all a very nice Easter break despite the circumstances. Keep safe.

All the best

[Name]